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picurus (341—271 s.c.) was born of Athenian parents on the island of Samos, and was thu
counted as an Athenian citizen. In order to fulfill his military obligations, he went to Atheit.
in 323, the year in which Aristotle fled Athens, fearing anti-Macedonian sentiment after 11w
death of Alexander the Great. However, even in Aristotle’s absence Athens remained the center I”
philosophical activity, and Epicurus most certainly became familiar with Platonism and
Aristotelianism. The death of Alexander brought about a good deal of political turmoil, some ci
which affected Epicurus directly. While lie was in Athens, his family was evicted from Samos hy
the Macedonians, as were other Athenian colonists. It may be that Epicurus’ evident antipathy ic
politics began with these events. In any case Epicureanism and the public life do not mix: the anti
would upset the tranquillity required by the former.
Epicurus’ family migrated to Colophon, in Asia Minor, and Epicurus rejoined them in 321. lii
spent the next ten years in Colophon, where he came under the tutelage of Nausiphanes, who
espoused a version of atomism, a philosophy that had been founded by Leucippus (fifth century
B.c.) and Democritus of Abdera Cc. 160—c. 370 s.c.). Epicurus himself became a convert to atornisni,
but his atomism differed from that of his predecessors.
Epicurus’ version of atomism contended that the universe is composed of only two kinds of things:
bodies and the void. That bodies exist is a matter of observation. The existence of the void or empty
space is necessary in order for bodies to move. Bodies of visible size are compounded out of bodies
of invisible size, namely, atoms. it is impossible for anything to conie into existence out of nothing,
and it is impossible for anything to pass into nothingness. Therefore what exists always has existed
and always will exist. Now many visible bodies are not everlasting; they can be cut up and
disintegrated. But since it is impossible for anything to come out of or pass into nothingness, it must
be that at least the ultimate parts or atoms of a visible body are not subject to creation, decomposition,
or disintegration; that is, the atoms are everlasting. (Epicurus’ arguments explaining why there should
be ultimate parts at all and why, if they do exist, they are too small to be seen, are obscure.)
Epicurus’ infinitely many atoms possess only three variable qualities. They can differ from each
other in size, shape, and weight. Some atoms are larger than others, although none of them is big
enough to be seen, and none is infinitely small. Some atoms are heavier than others, but the
differences in weight do not result in differences in velocity among various atoms. In fact, all atoms
move at exactly the same velocity as they fall directly downward through infinite space and infinite
time. if all atoms followed parallel downward paths at the same speed, however, they would never
interact with each other, and thus nothing would ever change. in order to avoid that difficulty,
Epicurus claimed that the atoms occasionally swerve in a random way from their downward paths.
When atoms swerve, they may strike other atoms, thus setting off whole series of collisions. Visible
objects are the results of such collisions. These objects are systems of atoms which, for some time,
display cohesiveness due to a kind of dynamic equilibrium. But, insisted Epicurus, such systems of
atoms, no matter how large and well behaved, are the result of purely mechanical causes. There
is no design or providence in the universe. Everything that exists can be explained in principle by
the motions of atoms in empty space. Nor is the present world-order in which we find ourselves
everlasting, it is, like every visible object in it, a collection of atoms that for the present time exists
in a dynamic equilibrium, but which will eventually disperse.
Epicurus regarded his atomic theory as the key to his moral theory. The moral theory was
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,pi’,,ii,ed in antiquity as follows: the gods are not to be feared,
death is not to he feared, pleasure
.i’.yii, obtain, and it is easy to endure pain.
The gods, who are also nothing more than collections
‘I .pIuppi’., are not to be feared because
they have utterly no concern for the alfairs of humans. To
ow concern would be to spoil their divine tranquillity. Death is
not to he feared because it
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liii uric toward his own painful terminal illness
illustrates the thesis that it is easy to
Ii, ., letter written to a disciple shortly before his
death, he said that “there is set over
I.ins the joy of my heart at the memory of our happy conver
sations in the past.”
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“‘lv he dissolution of the atomic structure that makes up the soul,
and when that happens,
“is to exist. Thus one can be confident that no pain will
be experienced alter death.
II,, ‘,‘Isuit of pleasure is natural in humans, according
to Epicurus, and in fact, a person ought
,ili’iy’. I.’ seek pleasure. But an Epicurean is not
an epicure, one devoted to pleasing the senses.
)Iit ,pip.,pii of excessive or violent
pleasures can only result in pain; thus, such pleasu
res should
In’ ,ul’l. Rather, the pleasure to be sought is best characterized
as the absence of pain of any
II
,post pleasant condition, according to Epicurus, is that
in wli ich one is neither hungry,
IIiil ipo .‘pprehensive, yet confident that one will
remain in that condition. In this condition,
structure is unperturbed. Thus, true pleasure for Epicur
us does not require extravagance.
ii, iim Epicurus began teaching in Athens
in 306 until his death, he and his followers
op ,,l’.i’i,,ious life together, but one which they regard
ed as approaching perfect pleasure.
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that we will not unconditionally expect that it will
occur nor despair of it as unconditionally not going
to occur.
°ne must reckon that of desires some are natural,
some groundless; and of the natural desires some
are necessary and sonic merely natural; and of the
necessary, some are necessary for happiness and some
for freeing the body from troubles and some for ]ife
itself. The un’vavering contemplation of these enables
one to refer even’ choice and avoidance to the heahh
of the body and the freedom of the soul from distur
bance, since tlus is the goal of a blessed life. For we
yyflng for the sake of being neither in pain
nor in terror. As soon as we achieve this state every
storm in the soul is dispelled, since the animal is not
in a passion to go after some need nor to seek some
thing else to complete the good of the body and the
soul. For we are in need of pleasure only when we
are in pain because of the absence of pleasure, and
hèn we are not in pain, then we no longer need
pm
And this is why ‘ye say that pleasure is the startingpoint and goal of living blessedly. For we recognized
this as our first innate good, and this is our starting
point for every choice and avoidance and we come
to this by judging çvery good by the criterion of feel
in. And it is just because this is the first innate good,
that we do not choose every pleasure; but sometimes
we pass up many pleasures when we get a larger
amount of what is uncongenial from tliçrp. And we
believe many pains to be better than pleasures when
a greater pleasure follows for a long while if we endure
the pains. So every pleasure is a good thing, since it
has a nature congenial [to us], but not every one is
to be chosen. Just as even’ pain too is a bad thing,
h’E’iot even’ one is such as to be alndvs avoided, It
is, however, appropriate to make all these decisions
by comparative measurement and an examination of
the advantages and disadvantages. For at some times
we treat the good things as had and conversely. the
had things as good.
And we believe that self.sufflciency is a great good,
not in order that we iii ight make do with few things
under all circumstances, but so that ifwe do not have
a!9.iJcaii make 4&jyith few being genuinel’
convinced that those who least need extravagance
cototit most ,ndtliat cscntlung naturil is east to
obtain arid whatever is grtndless is hard to obtain;
-

-

and that simple flavours provide a pleasure equal to
that of an extravagant life-style when all pain from
want is removed, and barley cakes and water provide
the i igliest pleasure when someone in want takes
them. Therefore, becoming accustomed to simple,
not extravagant, ways of life makes one com,pletcly
healthy, makes man unhesitant in the face of life’s
necessary duties, puts us in a better condition for the
times of extravagance cs’luch occasionally come along,
and makes us fearless in the face of chance. So when
say that pleasure ü tlf& öalwe dà not mean
the pleasures of the profligate or the pleasures of
consumption, as some believe, either from ignorance
and disagreement or from deliberate misinterpreta
tion, but rather the lack of pain in the body and
disturbance in the soul: E& it is not drinking bouts
and continuous partying and enjoying boys and
women, or consuming fish and the other dainties of
an extravagant table, which produce the pleasant life,
but sober calculation which searches out the reasons
for every’ choice and avoidance and drives out the
o1inidns vhieli are the source of the greatest turmoil
for men’s souls.
Prudence is the principle of all these tlungs and
ij1greatest good. That is why prudence isa more
valuable thing tlmn phihisophiy. For pakacp isjhe
lource of all the other virtues, teaching that it is impos
sible to live pleasantly without living prudently, lion
ourably, and justly, and impossible to live prudently,
honourably, and justly svithout living pleasantly For
the virtues are natural adjuncts of the pleasant life
and the pleasant life is inseparable from them.
For svho do you beliese is better than a man who
has pious opinions about the gods, is always fearless
about death, has reasoned out the natural goal of life
and understands that Ihe limit ofggpd thing is easy
I9sNcyc completely and çasyjqprovide, and that
the limit of bad thing either has a short duration or
causes little trouble?
As to [Fatel, introduced by some as the mistress of
all, [lie is scornful, saying rather that some things
happen of necessity,] others by chance and others by
our own agency, and that lie sees that necessity is not
answerable [to anyone], that chance is unstable, while
what occurs by our own agency’ is autonomous, and
that it is to this that praise and blame are attached,
For it would be better to follow the stories told about
the gods than to be a slave to the fate of the natural
‘

‘
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dii li)s(ipliers. For the former suggests a hope ofescap
ing had things by honouring the gods, but the latter
involves an inescapable and merciless necessity. And
lie [the wise man] behieve5 that chance is not a god,
as the many think, for nothing is done in a disorderly
way by god; nor that it is an uncertain cause. For c
does not think that anything good or bad with respect
to living blessedly is given by chance to men, although
it does provide the starting points of gFeat good and
bad things. And he thinks it better to be unlucky in

a rational way than lucky in a senseless way; for it
better for a good decision not to turn out right ii
action than fora bad decision to turn out riglitbecani
of chance.
Practise these and the related precepts day and
night, by yourself and with a like-minded friend, and
you will never be distu Wed either when awake or iii
sleep, and you will live as a god among men. For
man who lives among immortal goods is in no resperl
like a mere mortal animal.
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The Principal Doctrines
I. What is blessed and indestructible has no troubles
itself, nor does it give trouble to anyone else, so that
it is not affected by feelings olanger or gratitude. For
all such things are a sign of weakness.’
II. Death is nothing to us. For what has been dis
solved has no sense—experience, and what has 110
sense—experience is 110th ing to us.
III. 1 he removal of all feeling of pa n is the I imi
of tIle magnitude of pleasures. Whe rever a pleasurable
feeling is present, for as long as it is present, there is
neither a feeling of pain nor a feeling of distress, nor
both together.
IV. ilie feeliiigof pain does not lingercontinuorisly
in the flesh; rather, the sharpest is present for the
shortest time, while what merely exceeds the feeling
of pleasure in the flesh lasts only a few days. nd
diseases which last a long time involve feelings of
pleasure which exceed feelings 0f pain.
V. It is impossible to live pleasantly without living
prudei itly, lionourablv, and justly and impossible to
live prudently, lionourably, and justly without living
pleasantly. And whoever lacks this cannot live pleas—
antly.
VI. The natural good of public office and kingship
is for the sake of getting confidence from [other]
men, lat least] From those from whom one is able to
provide this.
VII. Some men want to become famous and re
spected, believing that this is the way to acquire seco
rily against [other] men. Thus if the life of such men
is secure, they acquire U ie natural good; but if it is
not secure, they do not have that for the sake ofwhicli
they strove from the beginning according to what is
naturally congenial.
VIII. No pleasure is a bad thiing in itself. B nt the
-

[Scloliast: “Elsewhere lie says that the gods arc contem

plated by reason, and tInt sonic exist ‘numerically’ (i.e.,
arc
nuuiericallv distinct, each bcng unique in kind)
‘dsilc
others are similar in form, because 0f a continuous
flow
of si, U ilar imagcs to the sane
place; and that they are
anttiropuiisorpliic.’— B I. and L.l’.G.j
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things which produce certain pleasures bring troubles
many limes greater than the pleasures.
IX. If even pleasure were condensed and
present, both in time and in the whole compound
[body and soul] or in the most important parts of
our nature, then pl easi I res would never differ from
one another.
X. If the things which produce the pleasures of
profligate men dissolved the intellect’s fears about the
phenomena of the heavens and about death and pains
and, moreover, if the’ taught us the Ii mit of our
desires, then we would not have reason to criticize
them, since Uiey would be filled with pleasures from
es-en’ source and would contain no feeling of pain
or distress from any source—and
that is what is bad.
Xl. If our suspicions about heavenly phenomena
and about death did not trouble us at all and were
never anythung to us, and, moreover, if not knowing
tli e ii m its of pains and desires did not trouble us,
then we would have no need of natural science.
XII. It was impossible for someone ignorant about
the nature of the universe but still suspicious about
the subjects of the myths to dissolve his feelings of
fear about the most important matters. So it was im
possible to receive unmixed pleasures without know
ing natural science.
XIII. It “as useless to obtain security from men
while the things above and below the earth and,
generally, the things in the unbounded remained as
objects of suspicion.
XIV. The purest security is tlsat which comes from
a quiet life and withdrawal from the many, although
a certain degree of security from other men does
come by means of the power to repel [attacks) and
by means of prosperity.
X\ Natural wealth is both limited and easy to
acquire. But wealth [as defined by] groundless opin
ions extends without limit.
XVI. Chajice has a small impact on the wise man,
while reasoning has arranged for, is arranging for,
and will arrange for the greatest and most important
matters throughout the whole of his life.
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XN.’ll. The just life is most free from disturbance,
but the unjust life is full of the greatest disturbance.
WIlL As soon as the feeling of pain produced by
want is removed, pleasure in the flesh will not increase
but is only varied. But the limit of mental pleasures
is produced by a reasoning out of these very pleasures
[of the flesh and of the things related to these, which
used to cause the greatest fears in the intellect.
XIX. Unlimited time and limited time contain
equal [amounts ofl pleasure, if one measures its limits
by reasoning.
G. The flesh took the limits of pleasure to be
unlimited, and [only] an unlimited time would have
provided it. But the intellect, reasoning out the goal
and limit of the flesh and dissolving the fears of eter
nity, provided us with the perfect way of life and
had no further need of unlimited time. Bitt it [the
intellect] did not flee pleasure, and even when cir
eumstances caused an exit from life it did not die as
though it were lacking any aspect of the best life.
>D(l. He who has learned the limits of life knows
that it is easy to provide that which removes the feeling
of pain owing to want and makes one’s whole life
perfect. So there is no need for things which in
volve struggle.
)QGl. One must reason about the real goal and
every clear fact, to which we refer mere opinions. If
not, everything will be full of indecision and distur
hance.
)D(l II. lfyou quarrel with all your sense-perceptions
you will have nothing to refer to in judging even
those sense-perceptions which you claim are false.
)ciV. If you reject unqualifiedly any sensepercep
tion and do not distinguish the opinion about what
awaits conflrmation, and what is already present in
the sense-perception, and the feelings, and ever ap
plication of the intellect to presentations, you will
also disturb the rest of your sense-perceptions with
your pointless opinions; as a result you will reiect
every criterion. If, on tile other hand, in your concep

pursuing [thingsl, your actions will not be consistc’ it
with your reasoning.
>OVl. The desires which do not bring a feeling ii
pain when not fulfilled are not necessary, but tl,
desire for them is easy to dispel when they seem
be hard to aclueve or to produce harm.
DC(\’I 1. Of the tis i ngs which wisdom provides fi
tile blessedness of one’s ‘clinIc life, by far the greatest
is the possession of friendship.
)OcVlll. The same understanding produces confi
dence about there being nothing terrible which i
eternal or [even] long-lasting and has also realized
that security amid even these limited [bad thingsl
most easily aelueved through friendship.
)IX. Of desires, some are natural and nccessar,
some natural and not necessary, and some neitlici
natural nor necessary but occu rn ng as a sesult of
grou n dless opinion.
>DO. Among natural desires, those which do nit
lead to a feeling of pain if not fulfilled and aboni
wIt ich there is an in tense effort, these are producei I
by an groundless opinion and they fail to be dissolved
not because of their own nature but because of the
groundless opinions of mankind.
)OGl. The justice of nature is a pledge of reciprocal
usefulness, [i.e.,] neither to harm one another no,
be harmed.
)G’Xl I. There was no justice or injustice with re
spect to all those animals which were unable to make
pacts about neither harming one another nor being
harmed. Similarly, [there was no justice or injusticei
for all those nations svh id’ were unable or uuwil Ii
to make pacts about nei t her harm ing one anothe i
nor being harmed.
>DlI I. Justice was not a thing in its own right.
but [exists] in mutual dealings in whatever places
there [is] a pact about neither harming one anotlie,
nor being harmed.
>DD1V ln]ustice is not a bad thing in its owl’
right, but [only] because 0f the fear produced by the

tions formed by opinion, you affirm everything that
awaits confirmation as well as what does not, you will
not avoid flllsehood, so that you will he in the position
of maintaining every disputable point in every deci
sion about what is and is not correct.
)OCV. If you do not, on every occasion, refer each
of your actions to the goal of nature, hut instead turn
prematurely to some other [criterion] in avoiding or

2. Scholiast: “Epicurus thinks that those which liberate
us from pains are natural and necessary, for example drink
ing in the case of thirst; natural and not necessary are those
wI I cli merely provide variations of pleasure but do not
renlove the feeling of pain, for example expensive foods;
neither natural nor necessary are, for example, crowns anit
the erection of statues.”
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‘11w Principal Doctrines
suspicion that one will not escape the notice of those
assign ed to punish such actions.
OcV. It is impossible for someone who secretly
does something which men agreed [not to do] in
order to avoid harming one another or being harmed
to be confident that he will escape detection, even
if in current circumstances he escapes detection ten
thousand times. For until his death it will be uncertain
whether he will continue to escape detection.
)OO(VI. In general outline justice is the same for
everyone; for it wassomething useful in mutual associ
:itions, But with respect to the peculiarities ofa region
or of other [relevant) causes, it does not follow that
lie same thing is just for everyone.
)3D(Vlt. Of actions believed to be just, that whose
usefulness in circumstances of mutual associations is
supported by the testimony [of experience] has the
attribute of sewing as just vlretlier it is the same for
everyone or not And if someone passes a law and it
does not turn out to be in accord with what is useful
in mutual associations, this no longer possesses the
nature of justice. And if what is useful in the sense
of being just changes, but for a while fits our basic
grasp [of justice], nevertheless it ‘vas just for tIm
length of time, [at least] for those who do not disturb
themselves with emph’ words but simple look to
the facts.
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)OOCVIII. If objective circumstances have not
changed and [lungs believed to be just have been
shown in ;rctsia practice not to be in accord with our
basic grasp [of justice], then those things were not
just. And if objective circumstances do change and
tIre same tls ings wI r ichi had been just turn out to be
no longer useful, then those things were just as long
as they were usefti I for the mutual associations of
fellow citizens; hut later, when they were not useful,
they were no longer just.
>occhX. Tie man ‘vhlo has made the best arrange
men ts for coil lidence about external threats is he who
has made the manageable tlungs akin to himself, and
has at least made the unmanageable things not alien
to h irliscI I But he avoided all contact \vi th things for
“Ii icli not even this could he managed and lie drove
out of his life eventhing which it profited him to
drive out.
XL. All those who had the power to acquire the
greatest confidence from [the threats posed by] their
neighbours also thereby lived together most pleasantly
wi th the surest guarantee; and since they enjoyed the
fullest sense of belonging they did not grieve the early
death of the departed, as though it called for pitt
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Chronology

D.C.

Epicurus is born on the island of Samos in the early
part of February, to Neocles and Chacrcsftate, Athe
nian citizens who had settled on the island.
At the age of fourteen he becomes interested in philos
ophy and studies for a period of about four years under
the Platonist Pamphilus.
Epicurus goes to Athens to begin two years of militaly
323
5 ewice.
he
321—311 Upon the completion of his military requirements, his
rejoins
he
where
,
Minor
goes to Colophon in Asia
family, who had left Samos due to political persecution.
For Epicurus this is a period of independent meditation
and preparation. He studies for a time under Nausiph
iph
anes, an atomist teacher, and possibly under Prax
r.
anes, a Peripatetic teache
city of My
311—310 Epicurns begins his teaching career in the
to leave
forced
is
he
but
blene on the island of Lesbos,
ideas.
his
because of hostility to
part of
310—306 He goes to Lampsacus, a city in the northwest begins
and
g
teachin
his
Asia Minor, where he continues
to attract many faithful followers.
Returning to Athens, lie purchases a house with a garden
306
and establishes a private school of philosophy, the first
such school to admit women.
Epicurns stays in Athens for the remainder of his life,
.
except for occasional visits to his friends in Asia Minor
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‘The school is organized as a fellowship, the main and
constant goal 1 eiiig ilie moral perfection of the students
tbroi gli lie ad I(VCII ien I of tranquillity of mind and
freedoiii

11(1111 pail).

As lie;tcl of Ilie school, Epicurus is venerated by his ada ri’’ Ls.

271.

p.,

lie wiles three hundred books, but of his writings only
ilw letters to Ilerodotus, to Pythocles, and to Menoe
cells, and the forty Principal Doctrines survive.
Death comes to Epicuns after a painful illness lasting a
fortnight.
Epicurus’ successors carry on unaltered his teachings,
wlich attract many followers not only in Greece and in

Creco-Oriental world (e.g., in Antioch, Judaea, and
Egypt) but eventually also in Italy, particularly in Rome,
and in Roman Africa.
tile

Epicureanism flourishes as an organized movement for
seven centuries, thee centuries before Christ and four
afterward,
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The same wisdom that permits us to be confident that no evil is eternal
or even of long duration also recognizes that in our limited state the
security that can be most perfectly gained is that of friendship.28
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Undoubtedly Epicurus based his concept of friendship on the
belief that its motive arises out of se]f-interest: “Every friendship
in itself is to be desired; bi,t the first cause of friendship was a
man’s needs.” 29 He felt that Irieiidsliip strengthens one’s sense of
security, especially in times o’ emergency: “We do not so much
Deed the help of our friends as Lhe confidence of their help in
need.” SO Still, one cannot be a true friend who always seeks to
exploit another; neither can one be a friend who cannot be de
pended on for help. Ii, according to Epicurus, friendship is first
prompted by utilitarian motives, it can transcend the egocentric
and become sometlHiig higher once intimacy has developed. Then
‘q !noIQNan9
“the vise
1linv1ieri seeing his friendtpzturçL’.’ Then, too, friendship is
governed by the realization that it is better to give than to receive.
‘To love mOTley’ unjustly gained,” he writes, “is evil, and to love
moTleY justly gained is shameful; for sordid niggardliness is un
seemly even when accompanied by justice.”
V Epicitrus and His Discipics
For Epicums the word friendship denoted the ultimate relation
between mortals. “Nor did he only commend this doctrine by his
eloquence,” Cicero states, “but far more by the example of his life
and conduct.” As his several visits to Lampsacus illustrate, Epi
warmth
corns never forgot his friends. His work radiates with the
wait
and
down
sit
will
“I
for
them.
had
that
he
on
and the affecti
‘
for your lovely and godlike appearance,” we find him writing to
one of his young disciples, Pythocles. His receipt of a letter from
another disciple draws this response: “Lord and Saviour, my
dearest Leontion, what a hunahing you drew from us, when we
read aloud your dear letter.” The absence of friends from his
side causes him to exclaim: “If you two don’t come to me, I am
capable of arriving with a hop, skip, and jump, wherever you and
Themista summon me.” 30 His concern for the welfare of others
was constant, as this fragment from a letter shows: “As I said to
you when you were going away, take care also of his brother
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